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1. Executive summary
Shaken by the financial crisis and shaped by a wave of new rules and regulations, credit – and the
risks it carries – is changing. New research by Chartis and SAS highlights how Financial Institutions
(FIs) looking to address the shifting nature of credit must align their finance and risk departments to
accurately assess the dynamics of future risks, and bolster their budgeting and forecasting capabilities.
This emerging organizational approach – risk-aware finance – is becoming a matter of business survival:
without it, FIs will struggle to meet their future regulatory and competitive demands. Risk-aware
finance can enable FIs to take advantage of advanced analytical techniques and denser data flows to
achieve their longer-term strategic objectives.
In this report we:
•

Explore what effective risk-aware finance looks like.

•

Examine the key technical and staff challenges FIs face in attaining it.

•

Consider how FIs can overcome these challenges.

What is risk-aware finance?
Risk-aware finance is a framework that seeks to provide the right analytics and warnings to FIs
to promote a better understanding of risk within the finance function. This involves incorporating
risk measures and analytics into key finance processes such as stress testing and forecasting. At its
heart, risk-aware finance requires the right analytics, interpreted by the right people, framed in the
right culture.

Facing up to the challenges
To explore the current state of risk-aware finance in FIs around the globe, we interviewed CFOs,
CROs and their immediate reports – as well as technical managers – at a range of FIs, from community
banks to large global institutions1. Interviewees sought a variety of broad benefits from their riskaware finance projects, from reduced operational risk to better ways to leverage the data produced for
regulatory compliance.

The path to risk awareness
To fully realize its benefits, FIs must approach risk-aware finance strategically, with a clear
understanding of the steps required. At a technical level they must improve their data management
processes and quality checks. They must also improve their model governance processes to ensure
that the finance function’s budgeting, forecasting and capital allocation are more accurate. Closer
involvement in the modeling process itself will help finance departments use internal models properly,
and assess the risks presented by P&L staff’s funding requests for trading activities.

1

See Appendix A for more information on the interviewees and institutions we cover in this report.
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FIs should also recruit modeling staff with expertise beyond statistics and finance, so that they can
more accurately analyze political risk and the likelihood of ‘black swan’ events, such as economic
downturns caused by geopolitical instability.
In addition, when thinking about their employees, FIs should promote the spread of skills throughout
the institution by encouraging finance staff to gain a better understanding of how other departments
operate and how they will react to decisions made by finance.

The CFO of tomorrow
We also identified a key trend supported by the pursuit of risk-aware finance: the evolution of the ‘CFO
of tomorrow’. The next generation of finance leaders will have deeper knowledge and understanding
of the business activities of other departments, external economic and political dynamics, and how to
work with IT teams.

The benefits of a risk-aware CFO
An FI with a risk-aware CFO, supported by a properly equipped finance function, will benefit in three
key areas:
•

Lower balance sheet volatility. Systems like Credit Portfolio Management (CPM) strengthen
the CFO’s view of risks as sets of interacting dynamics, and promote capital allocation that
minimizes balance sheet fluctuations. By better understanding model risks, FIs can further
smooth the balance sheet and enable CFOs to identify potential sources of volatility, reducing
the likelihood of nasty surprises.

•

Tighter control over P&L groups. By involving the finance function more closely in the
modeling process, FIs can enable CFOs to exert stronger oversight on P&L funding decisions,
reducing the risk of compliance breaches.

•

Data reconciliation. By incorporating risk measures into finance calculations, CFOs will improve
the accuracy of reporting figures and allow for more transparent decision-making.

2018 – the year for change
With new technologies maturing rapidly, from Artificial Intelligence (AI) to Big Data applications, and
regulators taking a somewhat more relaxed stance, 2018 will give FIs time to draw up blueprints and
begin building the structures required to adequately attain risk-aware finance. With the likelihood of a
global financial hiccup increasing, now is the time to prepare for it by instilling risk awareness into the
finance department.
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2. The changing nature of credit
Introduction: meeting the challenges in the new world of credit and analytics
Credit is integral to domestic and international economies. It greases the wheels of business,
stimulating investment and pushing innovation forward. And because it is at the core of economic
activity, it was shaken hard by the recent financial crisis: in fact, the tremors are still evident. The long
march of regulation aimed at preventing something similar happening again has radically altered how
banks lend, and it will continue to do so for some time. Meanwhile, strong macroeconomic forces and
competitive pressures continue to drive changes across the credit landscape.
Analytics lie at the heart of credit, as they do in many aspects of the modern finance industry.
Changes in the nature of credit demand alter the financial analytics systems that lenders use, and their
supporting processes. In this report we explore how credit and analytics are shifting to address today’s
regulatory and business challenges.
To meet increasing regulatory and economic demands, finance departments must embrace what we
refer to as risk awareness, through a better understanding of risk and risk processes, and the optimal
alignment of staff, skills and systems it promotes. We believe risk awareness is a matter of business
survival for today’s credit providers, and in this report we offer practical advice for FIs on how best to
adapt their people, processes and technology to achieve it.
We interviewed CFOs, CROs, and their respective reports across a wide range of FIs, from small US
regional banks to large global FIs and one multilateral lender. We questioned them about what they see
as the major challenges facing their institutions and departments in the near future, and how they are
preparing to address these obstacles. Common themes and knotty disagreements emerged, which we
used as the basis of our key recommendations for how FIs can use risk-aware finance to best position
themselves for the new future of credit and analytics.

What’s driving the change?
Standards and regulation
‘IFRS 9 is a Pandora’s box.’
– CFO for markets, European global bank
A confluence of factors is driving changes in the way that banks extend credit. Chief among them is
the advent of two accounting standards: International Financial Reporting Standard 9 (IFRS 9) and
the Current Expected Credit Loss (CECL) regime, which require banks to radically reassess how they
calculate and recognize credit losses. Before the arrival of these two standards FIs were required
to allocate capital for losses only on receiving objective evidence of impairment, disregarding any
future losses. IFRS 9 and CECL both introduce expected credit loss models that account for possible
future losses, a shift that increases banks’ loan provisioning requirements, constricting their available
economic capital.
Revisions to the Basel regulatory framework will further limit banks’ freedom to use capital for P&L
activities. The new capital output floor requirements set out a minimum proportion of Pillar I risks –
72.5% – that banks must hold enough capital to cover. In the US the effect of the new Basel floor may
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be less severe than in other jurisdictions, because of the Collins floor2, which already mandates a higher
capital requirement for US banks. That said, while the implications are not yet clear for US FIs, the
change will only tighten the credit extension capabilities for all banks.
Many of the interviewees we spoke to felt that complying with these standards, and with other
regulations such as GDPR and MiFID II3, would depress their business growth in 2018. Those
institutions that are proactively putting compliance structures in place are seeing their operating costs
increase by more than the industry average. Smaller FIs, meanwhile, many of which lack the luxury of
extensive forward planning for compliance, aren’t being hit with such high cost increases. But they may
struggle to take advantage of the P&L opportunities and internal insights that regulatory compliance
can offer.

Macroeconomic conditions
FIs’ lending margins have been squeezed by exceptionally loose monetary policies in recent years.
Central banks have held interest rates down for almost 10 years, pushing FIs to lend to more risky
borrowers. As a result, banks were required to develop more sophisticated analytical models to assess
applications from those at a higher risk of default. Some don’t see these efforts as enough, however.
One CRO at a large global bank argued that his institution was conducting insufficient due diligence on
new clients and that this would come back to bite them.
Now, however, monetary authorities have begun to raise rates, with markets forecasting that the US
Federal Reserve could raise rates three or four times in the coming year. This will reduce the pressure
on net interest margins and shift the balance of lending toward more credit-worthy borrowers.
However, the facilities extended to less credit-worthy entities during the period of low interest rates,
and the attendant risks they represent, will remain on FIs’ balance sheets for some time, and could
deteriorate in quality as rates continue to climb. Though this does not mean that a repeat of the last
crisis is inevitable, it has the potential to hurt banks’ balance sheets.

The Collins floor imposes ‘leverage and risk-based standards’ that require minimum capital levels for US banks (see https://corpgov.law.
harvard.edu/2010/07/08/collins-amendment-sets-minimum-capital-requirements/)
3
The General Data Protection Regulation and Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II.
2
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3. Changing credit, adapting analytics
The shifting nature of credit has led to advances in analytics with widespread effects across FIs’ internal
systems and processes. Not all of these changes have been positive. While the growing volume of
data and the complexity of the analytics involved has encouraged the development of novel analytical
techniques like xVA and CPM, it has also contributed to greater risk arising from analytics models
themselves. The main issues facing FIs are explored in the following sections.

Dealing with granularity and volume
Confronted with the changing nature of credit, banks have beefed up their analytical processes. The
days when primitive PD/LGD/EAD4 models provided sufficient analytics for FIs are over. Today’s
analytics juxtapose a desire for granularity with the need to process ever larger datasets – they must
process ever more data with greater depth and accuracy.
Systems like xVA – which includes Credit Valuation Adjustment (CVA) – offer FIs a fine-grained method
to allocate risk measures to individual positions and transactions. This is a powerful tool, enabling FIs
to price products accurately and account for their exposure to risk, instead of relying on unwieldy and
imprecise hedges. Against a backdrop of increasing demand for real-time credit – debtors wanting
immediate access to funds – such refined assessment can also help FIs manage their risk at a particular
point in time.
In tandem, banks are using massive datasets in two key areas to speed up their analytics and derive a
competitive edge:

4

•

Alternative data. Data drawn from non-traditional sources (such as sensors and satellites)
has increased the volume of data available to FIs and introduced new analytical methods
(see Figure 1). As an example, FIs can now assess a corporate borrower’s probable cash flow
and creditworthiness by tracking container shipments and petrochemical flows via data from
satellite imagery, maritime transponders and pipeline sensors. Similarly, some banks have
begun using aggregated social media data to generate lending profiles for people in specific
demographics, enabling them to authorize loans and credit in near-real-time. Analytical
techniques that use alternative data can reduce the risk of potential counterparty fraud and
shield FIs from accusations of improper or insider trading that may derive from unscrupulous
contact. Alternative data can provide a more rounded view of who an FI is dealing with,
augmenting and possibly replacing existing processes.

•

Credit portfolio management. Because of accounting and regulatory capital constraints,
banks have started to assess their debtors in groups as well as individually. By combining this
approach with demographic insights generated from alternative data, as well as increasingly
sophisticated aggregable credit data and pre-calculated analytics from traditional suppliers, FIs
can optimize their capital allocation by viewing the risk level of a set of customers. By doing
this they can move individual borrowers across portfolios to meet audit standards’ provisioning
requirements while minimizing those rules’ impacts on revenue, capital and liquidity.

Probability of Default/Loss Given Default/Exposure at Default.
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Figure 1: Alternative data processing chain
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Source: Chartis Research

Messy models
Analytical techniques have proved key to revenue generation and risk mitigation but have led to a more
threatening trend: the proliferation of models in FIs. The growing complexity of credit has resulted in
models that have sprawled into a mess of tangled analytical spaghetti. In our interviews, CFOs and
CROs alike cited this trend as a major source of risk. In their experience, the constant demands of
front-office staff for better assessment techniques has taken priority over good model governance.
Model risk has increased as validation, back-testing and iteration have fallen by the wayside.
What’s more, the costs of managing models have risen as FIs race to keep pace with their growing
model libraries. One interviewee, the finance director of quantitative methods at a large southern
European bank, questioned whether additional modeling complexity was worth it in this context.
Another, a modeler at a large asset-management firm, noted that models are increasingly perceived ‘as
a threat’ and a ‘regulatory liability’.
The 2012 collapse of Knight Capital provides an extreme example of how poor model management can
threaten a business. A minor mistake by a technician tasked with deploying new liquidity management
software led to the system placing millions of incorrect orders, and the firm lost $440 million5. In
smaller US banks, we found that modeling was often still done using spreadsheets, further raising the
risk of errors in both input data and processing. Stress testing and forecasting are a CFO’s daily bread
and butter, so the continued use of messy model sets raises the risk of incorrect predictions and the
formulation of inaccurate strategies.

5

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-08-02/knight-shows-how-to-lose-440-million-in-30-minutes
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Organizational complexity
To accommodate and exploit the information generated by new analytical techniques and models,
banks’ data processing systems have become vastly more complex. Rather than simple unidirectional
or bidirectional information flows, data now moves across densely interconnected networks. Finance
data feeds into risk, which feeds into operations, which in turn feeds into and receives data from client
engagement, product management and marketing (see Figure 2 for a simplified overview). At each step
of this process, departments should perform their own complex data processing and feed the results
back into the different enterprise departments.
Figure 2: Circular data flow in FIs

Finance

Operations

Risk

Source: Chartis Research

In the largest FIs, inter-departmental channels are often standardized, while – as mentioned above –
smaller banks have struggled to do this, often resorting to the lowest common denominator, which
tends to be the humble spreadsheet. The result is that the complexity of organizations has outgrown
the data management controls designed to protect information and institutions themselves.

Tactical tension
While FIs’ finance and risk duties and functions have grown in size and complexity, there remains a gap
between those FIs that concentrate on meeting their tactical objectives and those that are focused
on strategic planning. An ex-CFO at a regional US bank characterized this short-termism as ‘parochial
optimization’. Upper-middle managers are pushing their departments to shave costs, improve P&L, and
produce quick answers to meet more senior managers’ demands. As compliance costs have increased
the pressure on capital, credit risk has become a more important component of enterprise risk. At the
same time, shareholders and senior operational executives want more radical cost-cutting and the
building of foundations to prepare the business for the future.
The CFO and CRO – as the CxOs charged with budgeting and supervision – tend to get caught in the
middle of this scrum. Most affected by competing objectives are CFOs, though, who must:
•

Work with CROs to deliver balance sheets that incorporate risk data.

•

Satisfy shareholders with enterprise-wide capital, liquidity and P&L optimization through
budgeting and forecasting.

•

Manage their staff to meet the finance department’s tactical demands.

Faced with the issues arising from internal tensions, organizational complexity, the growing demand for
friction-free lending, and the proliferation of messy models, what can FIs reasonably do to respond?
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4. Risk-aware finance: a possible solution?
We believe that the concept of risk-aware finance offers FIs the best opportunity to exploit advances in
analytics and address the most glaring issues they face. By taking this approach, FIs can more precisely
set and measure regret/reward appetites, while preparing for changes in the analytics supporting
processes such as credit risk assessment. In doing so they will be better prepared for greater analytical
demands and more investment in sourcing and managing vast amounts of data, much of it unstructured.
But to properly achieve this, we believe, FIs must be committed to long-term planning and preparation.
At the moment, decision makers are often concerned only with meeting tactical goals or engaging
in lightweight sprints. They must instead think strategically, drawing the blueprints and laying the
organizational foundations now.
Driven by the new accounting standards in IFRS 9 and CECL, and their requirements for predictive
analytics, finance departments are looking further into the future than before. To see tomorrow’s
challenges and opportunities clearly, FIs’ finance functions must learn from their counterparts in risk.
The pursuit of risk-aware finance drives this cultural and technical shift, promising not only to enable
FIs to comply with today’s regulations but also to deliver important benefits in other areas, from
improvements in risk culture to enhanced technical integration.
These benefits include:
•

Improved risk culture. The CFO often has fiduciary responsibilities to investors. In some
jurisdictions, the CRO can be held personally liable for corporate wrongdoing and regulatory
violations. According to the EMEA CRO of a UK global bank, citing Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) responsibility, there was always a worry ‘about that 3am call, with a London Whale
thing’6. Regulatory authorities are now more likely to hold individual managers to account,
making FIs even more likely to promote more sober risk taking and clearer-eyed oversight.

•

Reduced operational risk. Effective risk-aware finance can also reduce operational risk.
Through improved staff oversight risk-aware finance will improve controls and provide
closer supervision, enabling FIs to mitigate against malicious risks like fraud and cyber risk,
unscrupulous opportunism driven by failures in the organization’s culture, and accidental errors.
The knowledge diffusion that is inherent to risk-aware finance can reduce the first two sets of
risks. The recent Wells Fargo scandal, in which profit incentives drove staff to create fraudulent
accounts for unknowing customers, could have been prevented if finance had worked more
closely with the risk department and client-facing operations. For instance, did the number of
accounts opened and reported to finance change according to the day of the week? Had the
risk team had better access to this data, and had finance been more aware of the incentives
structure that resulted in the perpetration of the fraud, it may have been caught far sooner.
Connecting the dots between the three departments’ findings would have exposed patterns of
behavior and enabled rapid action.
One CTO at a large global bank suggested that accidental risks were even more troubling
than the fraud exposed at Wells Fargo. Claiming to have ‘very rarely seen malicious error’,
he maintained that he sees ‘an instance every two weeks where someone pushes the wrong
button or presses return and gets a wrong answer’. Good data management between risk and

Bruno Iksil was the JPMorgan Chase trader who came to be known as the London Whale after losing $6.2 billion. https://www.
bloomberg.com/quicktake/the-london-whale

6
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finance can decrease the likelihood of these so-called ‘fat finger’ data entry and processing
mistakes.
•

Leverage regulatory data. To comply with regulations FIs are producing and processing vast
amounts of data that offer P&L and balance sheet opportunities. Though at first compliance
may prove onerous, requiring FIs to implement new systems and train staff, once FIs have
established the processes to support regulatory reporting, finance departments can use them
for profit-maximizing activities and forecasting.
As an example, in the course of complying with regulations that require them to calculate riskweighted assets, FIs can develop an understanding of the internal dynamics that influence the
calculation. Behind an accurate compliance figure lies an extensive methodology that attributes
risks back to their source – knowledge that FIs should use in risk monitoring and internal
stress-testing processes. Understanding how institutional variables fit together enables FIs
to inspect causal chains and see how actual changes in one area influence overall risk levels.
On the other side of the fence, quantitative analysts can use data from regulator-mandated
stress tests to understand how a given portfolio may perform under adverse market conditions,
enabling better portfolio construction and capital allocation.
Making finance more risk aware will prevent risk analytics data being hived off within
risk, where it could be invisible to the finance department. More interconnected data and
information sharing between risk and finance will allow finance departments to leverage
regulatory data in key processes like budgeting and stress testing. One CRO in wealth
management, commenting on today’s rising compliance costs, was supportive of this conclusion
when looking to the future, specifically acknowledging the beneficial insights that will come
from mature compliance systems that are integrated with finance.
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5. Achieving risk-aware finance
In the past, CFOs have been burned by budget and timeline overruns on major projects. Staff have
underperformed and systems have held hidden dependencies that prevented their rapid replacement.
Three-quarters of those we interviewed expressed fear that technology upgrades would go wrong,
throwing them off course and preventing them from meeting their tactical obligations, let alone their
strategic imperatives. CFOs, charged with ensuring that their budgetary processes, quarterly reporting
and forecasting continue to operate, need a cohesive set of actions to make risk-aware finance a reality
in their organizations so they can reach their strategic objectives while maintaining these short-term
activities. In this section we present a number of actionable insights for CFOs and their staff, together
with a set of technical recommendations for how FIs can improve their data management, modeling
and IT in the context of risk-aware finance.

Who should drive risk-aware finance?
In many FIs CFOs are the C-suite officers best able to drive risk-aware finance forward, although they
will have to shoulder a large short-term workload. This is because of the tactical demands mentioned
above and the heavy lifting required to promote risk-aware finance – from systems transformation to
strengthened model governance frameworks. In addition to heading the finance function, CFOs often
chair strategy meetings, setting long-term project and business objectives, a duty that gives them the
institutional standing needed to drive greater risk awareness within the finance department as well as
the broader organization.
Another factor that positions CFOs to promote risk-aware finance is their control over budgets and
financial performance management and monitoring. One interviewee at a major US bank, an advisor
and programme manager in the office of the CFO, argued that financial control is stronger than other,
more authoritarian lines of control. Budgetary constraints are better at keeping implementing staff
accountable than demands made by managers who may be unfamiliar with a project’s progress. The
historically close relationship between the CFO and the CRO will further improve this control by
providing the foundation for cooperation between finance and risk in key projects. Several of the
interviewees in these groups took the view that it was them – the CFOs and CROs – ‘against the
world’, and certainly against every other department.

Key steps – Technical
While promoting risk awareness among staff is easier than replacing underlying systems, FIs should
take some concrete steps on this front too, from working closely with IT departments to improving
the data interconnects that are essential to complete risk-aware finance. To achieve this they must
remain aware of the potential pitfalls in making large technical changes, especially in the areas of data
management and quality, modeling and forecasting.

Data management and quality
Many of our interviewees identified banks’ data management processes as significant sources of risk. In
the largest FIs these risks tended to rear their heads during system transformations, as projects became
bogged down and managers struggled to complete major upgrades, leading to ballooning capital
expenditure and missed milestones.
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One major bank we talked to is in the process of conducting a multi-million-dollar sub-ledger
replacement project. The improved system functionality will boost risk awareness in the finance
department – using AI for more incisive analytics and an additive data model that preserves
past information for inspection, with a version-control system that enables roll-backs and code
reconciliation. Despite these laudable goals and a sophisticated management approach to software
implementation (using an agile methodology focused on cross-functional teams), the project has been
plagued with delays and staff changes. This case provides an instructive example to other banks: don’t
expect to make strategic moves on a tactical timeline. Whatever your data management objectives, you
should approach them gradually if possible, rather than plunging into a potential quagmire.
Data risks were more pervasive for smaller banks, in which the dominant modeling and data transfer
system often remains spreadsheets (according to one interviewee, one-quarter of US FIs use
spreadsheets as their primary budgeting system). As we’ve already noted, this system is highly faultprone at multiple links in the processing chain, from data entry to reconciliation and processing (see
Figure 3). In addition, because FIs struggle to automate the incorporation of data, integrating risk and
finance information proves a tricky issue that often goes overlooked. The difficulty of automating
the incorporation of data from multiple sources segregates risk from finance, leading to risk-blind
budgeting and forecasting.
Figure 3: Data integrity and control value chain
Data
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Source: Chartis Research

With these smaller FIs facing pressure to behave more like their larger counterparts and use data
more effectively, basic data management is the prime area for them to first reduce risk and, in tandem,
to promote greater risk awareness in finance. Smaller banks pursuing risk-aware finance must also
improve their data validation and refinement processes. One interviewee at a US regional bank believes
that half of the data used by credit unions and community banks is unclean or inconsistent. If this
is even halfway accurate, these FIs must augment their data quality checks to prevent ‘garbage-ingarbage-out’ dilemmas. Feeding incorrect risk data to the finance department will give the appearance
of risk awareness but not the desired outcome, leading instead to inaccurate modeling, budgeting and
forecasting – and hidden risk.

Modeling and forecasting
Interviewees across the board cited model governance as another key component of risk-aware
finance. Models are sources of risk in themselves – something that FIs must acknowledge. The finance
and risk functions should cooperate in understanding model risk, exerting greater control over model
libraries, and tightening modeling budgets and audit processes.
To gain a better understanding of the risks presented by a given model, risk and finance must become
more involved in the model development and deployment lifecycle. In doing so, the two functions
should push to reduce model sprawl and strictly limit the unchecked multiplication of models, leaving
fewer dark corners from which model risks may emerge. One Head of Regulatory Risk we interviewed
drove an effort to cut a post-2008 inventory of 600 models down to 65; on these models risk, finance
and other internal stakeholders then overlaid consistent design, construction and review processes.
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Finance staff must be part of this process because their funding decisions – in financial forecasting
and for P&L – rely on modeling outputs. By working more closely with modeling groups, finance staff
can improve internal finance models and better assess funding requests. Being aware of the risk in a
given credit model, for example, will allow treasury teams to better assess the regret/reward ratios on
transactions. What’s more, poor modeling can add volatility to the balance sheet, making the CFO’s
job more difficult, and emphasizing how important it is that finance has a say in model governance and
management.
Robust procedures for model oversight will become even more important as models become more
complex. Without adequate controls, more complex analytics will only increase the tangle of models.
Key analytical innovations that FIs should incorporate include more systematic behavioral analysis,
most notably around their credit decisions. Understanding the connections between components
within a given entity, or between separate counterparties, makes it easier to spot potentially risky
element in the balance sheet. In addition, new data visualization methods can allow finance staff to
identify patterns of risk that may not be evident in a cash flow statement or a balance sheet overview.
Strength in diversity
As shown in Figure 4, and highlighted by one of our interviewees, FIs should make an effort to widen
the pool of staff involved in modeling.
‘It’s important to have historians, geographers and political scientists alongside the mathematicians in
formulating scenarios.’
– Head of Global Risk Strategy, UK bank
Figure 4: Involving a range of experts7

The strength of diversity

The ﬁnance function
can make its modeling
further risk-aware by
involving staﬀ with
expertise outside ﬁnance.

The Head of Global Risk
Strategy at a UK bank
advocated recruiting
specialists in ﬁelds outside
ﬁnance and statistics
in order to better
forecast economic events.

A recent study found that
banks with staﬀ who had spent
time working in the US federal
government achieved
signiﬁcantly better
trading outcomes
after the introduction of
the Troubled Asset Relief
Programme (TARP) in 2008.

Source: Chartis Research

Given a turbulent political environment, the next crisis may well arise from outside the financial
sector or international economies. Finance must become more aware of both external events and
monetary policy as serious sources of risk. And as interest rates rise, recent models may move beyond
established parameters, producing inaccurate results. Extending the results from the Troubled Asset
Relief Programme (TARP) study7, staff knowledge of political institutions’ inner workings is likely to
Political connections and the informativeness of insider trades by Alan D. Jagolinzer, Judge Business School, University of Cambridge;
David F. Larcker, Graduate School of Business, Rock Center for Corporate Governance, Stanford University; Gaizka Ormazabal, IESE
Business School, University of Navarra; Daniel J. Taylor, the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania. Rock Center for Corporate
Governance at Stanford University, Working Paper No. 222.

7
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carry over in a similar manner to the finance function, allowing finance staff to incorporate better policy
predictions – and a new dimension of risk-awareness – into their budgeting and forecasting.

Key steps – Staff
Risk-aware finance cannot succeed without staff having the tools to interpret the insights that
integrated systems offer. One important component in achieving risk-aware finance is ensuring that
finance staff possess the skills and knowledge required to incorporate risk information and understand
the risk implications of their decisions. There are several ways to achieve this.

Training
Encouraging staff to share and spread their skills is key to exploiting risk-aware finance. Staff must have
a baseline of understanding in other fields that touch on finance – a context that finance professionals
within many FIs currently lack.
The deputy CFO and the CRO at a multilateral long-term lender both lamented the lack of nonstatistical knowledge among their modelers. Even when these staff members did have experience
beyond modeling it was often inapplicable because the modelers’ knowledge was in mature markets,
rather than emerging markets, which are the FI’s focus. Examples of knowledge deficits like these
plagued a range of institutions whose staff we interviewed, but were particularly prevalent among
quantitative staff.
To promote the spread of skills FIs can run educational initiatives such as:
•

Intake training. One major US-based global bank focuses on recruiting new graduates. These
individuals, selected from a broad pool of majors, learn new skills ‘the Bank X way’ at its two
main headquarters. After this they are encouraged to learn by doing, with frequent training
program updates. They are then ‘adopted’ by the finance, risk or IT department. Training new
staff in this way means that they have a shared foundation of understanding across all three
major functions, before specializing in one. The bank has found that this has significantly
boosted retention of new staff, who are not pigeon-holed immediately upon joining.

•

Cross-departmental training. Another US CFO focused on improving the skillsets of current
staff by encouraging them to take sabbaticals in other departments such as risk and IT to gain
experience of their intricacies. Many banks offer workshops designed to provide crash-course
introductions to a particular field, but this longer-term approach ensures that staff retain not
only a deep level of knowledge but also a strong understanding of how other departments
work. This is highly beneficial in promoting risk awareness within the finance function. Not only
does it allow staff to build relationships with colleagues in other departments, but they can
also anticipate the effects of their decisions on those same departments when they’re back in
their own business units. This level of understanding promotes forward-looking risk awareness
– being aware of not just how their actions will affect risk staff, but also what the likely impact,
and their response, will be.
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6. Risk-aware finance: enabling the CFO of
tomorrow
The CFO’s changing role
Across our interviews we consistently identified an evolutionary shift under way in the role of the CFO.
CFOs and CROs at institutions large and small firmly believed that the demands placed on CFOs will
change, as they are forced to adapt to understand the entire data flow of the business, rather than
that which lies just within their own function and its boundaries. As finance departments become
increasingly reliant on systems of record, risks lurking at any point in this tide of data will have a more
damaging effect on the business than in the days when information was segregated inside functions.
The harm resulting from these threats will also manifest itself at the heart of the CFO’s domain: the
balance sheet. Charged with owning, forecasting and protecting this key component of their function
for investors, CFOs must increase their understanding of the likely sources and effects of risks.
‘CFOs must play multi-dimensional chess.’
– Regional CFO, large global UK bank
To equip themselves for this task, the CFOs of tomorrow will need to possess deep knowledge across
three key areas (see Figure 5).
Figure 5: Tomorrow’s CFO must be knowledgeable in business, finance and IT

Business

Finance

IT

To be fully aware of potential
sources of risk, the next
generation of CFOs must
understand the perspectives
and incentives of all P&L staﬀ,
as well as those in operations
and client engagement. This
expanded understanding is
crucial if banks are to avoid
repeating scandals like the one
that unfolded at Wells Fargo.

This is a CFO’s bread and butter,
comprising liquidity, capital
allocation and P&L. However,
they must strive to better identify
the external dynamics that drive
changes in these metrics in order
to boost their budgeting and
forecasting capabilities.

To overcome past fears of project
delays and failures, CFOs must
cultivate a stronger understanding
of IT, both the systems being
deployed and the perspectives
of the staﬀ tasked with
implementation. This will enable
more accurate budget allocation
and stronger, hands-on
program management.

Source: Chartis Research

Alongside this, CFOs must become more literate in data science and analytics. Rather than relying on
specialist quants in finance and risk, they should aim to bring some of that knowledge into their own
repertoire. This trend came up in multiple interviews, with senior officers identifying the emergence of
a CFO-CRO hybrid. The CFO has traditionally been the face of investor relations, whereas the CRO is,
in the words of one interviewee, a cupboard-bound ‘Chief Worrier’ brought out when things go wrong.
These roles must remain separate – risk staff must ensure that the finance function is performing its
duties correctly and legally. But by more closely aligning CFOs’ and CROs’ skills FIs will further improve
the relationship between the two, ensuring that both these key roles collaborate effectively if and
when things do go wrong.
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The power of the risk-aware CFO
Risk-aware finance offers important organizational advantages that will facilitate the development of
the CFO of tomorrow, and deliver broader benefits to FIs. As demands for more business, analytical
and technical knowledge mount on CFOs and their departments, some FIs will become bogged down
in tactical objectives – training staff in a piecemeal way and implementing new data management and
analytical systems that deliver little competitive advantage. As business and regulatory pressures propel
the adoption of technologies that will transform banking – from AI and machine learning to alternative
data and novel modeling techniques – FIs run the risk of deploying solutions to keep treading water,
rather than moving forward.
On the other hand, those CFOs that strive to promote diffuse and deep risk awareness within
their department will make their managers more efficient, giving them greater room for strategic
manoeuver and allowing them to concentrate on reaching longer-term strategic objectives. Staff that
are more familiar with multiple aspects of the business can make accurate decisions more quickly and
confidently, reducing the demands on more senior managers’ time.

Benefit #1: lower balance sheet volatility
For CFOs, the main benefit of risk-aware finance will be less balance sheet volatility, and the ability
to better identify the remaining sources of risk. Systems like CPM that offer insights into risk above
the single counterparty level promise to help finance departments smooth out any balance sheet
movements. One key part of reducing earnings volatility is to stop viewing risks as individual events to
be managed and to start seeing them as a set of dynamics that can reinforce or dampen each other. In
addition, being able to inspect counterparty dynamics will enable FIs to augment their forecasting and
default projections, more closely aligning their projections with actual future figures.
Furthermore, by identifying major sources of risk in the balance sheet FIs can focus on the business
lines and geographies that best meet their risk appetite. After venturing into emerging markets
European and US banks continue to retrench to their core regions. With risk-aware finance FIs can gain
a better understanding of where risks hide within the balance sheet, helping them to prune the most
dangerous branches without hacking off those that still hold the promise of revenue to cover their risk.
By enabling sounder funding decisions, promoting an understanding of risk among finance staff will
also result in a clearer view of funding risks and their impacts on the balance sheet. And, if the finance
department has a closer eye on model governance, FIs will be able to employ more sensible limits
within those models that are most likely to raise volatility on the balance sheet.

Benefit #2: tighter control over P&L groups
As we have explored before, the closer involvement of finance staff in modeling decisions will
strengthen FIs’ product control and prevent P&L staff from confusing finance with complex models.
Understanding the risks in specific models will give finance departments the strength to push back
against risky P&L funding requests, giving the CFO greater oversight over business staff.

Benefit #3: improved data reconciliation
Greater alignment between risk and finance also promises to improve FIs’ reconciliation processes. By
integrating risk measures into the finance department’s calculations, figures reported for the purposes
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of accounting, regulatory compliance and decision-making will gradually converge. Using common or
commonly understood models between the risk and finance departments will also mean less manual
work needed to fix incorrect figures.
Better reconciliation from the ground up will also improve transparency. Internal and external
audit functions will be better placed to examine the decisions and causal chains that led to a given
outcome – FIs using more tightly integrated data systems will be best placed to respond to regulators’
examinations of any potential compliance breaches, reducing the likelihood and severity of any fines.
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7. The shift toward risk awareness
At the moment risk-aware finance is in its early stages. Though many interviewees expressed hope
that their institutions would move toward this approach, only the largest FIs have begun to implement
projects aimed at promoting and cultivating it. And even they reported significant problems, from
project overruns to broken systems.
When pursuing risk-aware finance FIs must understand their objectives and strengths. Our research
highlights several best practices and key characteristics among FIs that we believe separate those best
placed to achieve risk-aware finance from those that will struggle to do so:
•

Proactive approach to regulation. Those institutions that viewed IFRS 9’s and CECL’s
requirements as opportunities to reduce capital allocation and boost returns are best prepared
to make the finance function more forward-looking in the mold of the risk department. In
contrast, the FIs that will face the greatest difficulties in driving risk-aware finance are those
that treat the new accounting standards as mere checkboxes.
This split is most apparent in the differences in CPM capabilities between these two groups.
CPM is a key technical component in risk-aware finance – by grouping entities into optimal
sets, finance staff can incorporate risk assessments to make better forecasts about their future
provisioning requirements. Institutions with dedicated CPM teams and systems are already
creating the necessary foundations for risk-aware finance. Those that treat it as a fancy but
unnecessary widget, by contrast, will lack the institutional experience necessary to implement
risk-aware finance systems, as well as the requisite mindset and culture.

•

Strong underlying modeling systems and credit experience. FIs with strong backgrounds in
credit modeling and counterparty analysis will rise above those that lack this facility. Those that
have rigorous counterparty structure analytics and granular frameworks will be most successful
at understanding the risks to cash flow and capital that exist in extending credit.
The future leaders in risk-aware finance will also have strong data management capabilities
that allow multiple internal departments to inspect counterparty and facility structures, backed
by rigorous data quality checks. Those that lack these perspectives on their exposure, or that
segregate data away from risk or finance, will face an uphill struggle to achieve closer alignment
between risk and finance.

Different levels of support
Whatever their operational and technical foundation, it’s likely that FIs will require some form of
support in addressing the people, process and system requirements for effective risk-aware finance.
The extent to which they engage third parties in this, and the way in which they use their services,
will differ. The technical requirements of many aspects of risk-aware finance – not least the often
computationally intensive systems upon which it depends, such as databases that can handle multidimensional models and the analysis of alternative data – mean that FIs without established capabilities
could turn to third parties to deploy these components of the systems they need.
Smaller FIs, many of which still rely on ‘data-porous’ systems like spreadsheets, may engage vendors
to help them deploy modern platforms. This group is likely to focus on asking vendors to provide close
support throughout the implementation process. By contrast, larger FIs with expansive technology
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budgets are likely to shop around, picking and choosing components before settling on a blend that
best suits their specific needs. Unlike their smaller counterparts, Tier 1 and Tier 2 banks will be more
likely to use vendors’ solutions to shape and even inspire their internal development, if they have the
staff to deploy their own systems. Lest FIs cannibalize external solutions, vendors must differentiate
themselves by providing theoretical leadership, such as by offering research into the statistical
dynamics of the banking book, to demonstrate a commitment to pushing forward the field of finance
and demonstrating the value of their expertise.
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8. Why now?
This year – 2018 – is the year to push for more risk-aware finance. The political landscape remains
uncertain, but economies and markets are buoyant, interest rates are on an upward curve, and
regulatory grace periods have given banks room to manoeuver.
In addition, technologies that promise to transform risk and finance are maturing. We found that 85%
of CFOs are interested in Big Data applications that will enable FIs to exploit alternative datasets.
Banks should capitalize on this time of economic calm and technical innovation to develop their
strategic thinking – especially in the area of risk-aware finance.
But periods of tranquility will not last forever. Staff recruited in the past 10 years have no experience
of the upcoming tightening of monetary policy. IFRS 9 and CECL will magnify any adverse turn in the
credit cycle and regulators will return to their hawkish perches, demanding to know what banks could
have done better. Against this backdrop, pleading ignorance will not be enough to protect institutions.
To survive, and thrive, in an uncertain world, firms must embrace risk awareness, and the benefits
it brings.
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9. Appendix A: Interviewees and institutions
Interviewees by institution size:
Large/Tier 1 ($100bn+):

9

Medium/Tier 2 ($10-100bn):

5

Small/Tier 3 and below (<$10bn):

3

Development:

2

Interviewees by region in which their institution is situated:
US:
Europe/UK:
Asia/Australasia:

4
10
5

Interviewees by role:
CFO/report:

9

CRO/report:

7

Other:

9

We had multiple contacts at some institutions – this is the reason for differences between the number
of interviewees by role and interviewees by institution size and region.
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10. Appendix B: Interview questions and
methodology
While all the interviews focused on a set of foundation areas and base questions, we tailored specific
questions to each interview to tease out the most salient points. Note also that while these questions
are presented as a list, the nature of the interview often meant that we covered overlapping or different
areas depending on the flow of conversation.
The main areas we covered, and the starting questions, were:
•

•

Roles and responsibilities
oo

Who owns regulatory reporting in your institution?

oo

Who owns stress testing?

oo

Who owns financial performance metrics?

oo

How are roles and responsibilities for budget/resourcing, execution, ownership and audit
divided for credit risk management, credit and finance?

Organizational structure
oo

Finance function
oo

oo

How does the finance function interact with:
oo

The credit function?

oo

The credit risk function?

oo

The risk management function?

oo

What do you share (data, infrastructure, analytics) today with other divisions like risk,
credit/front office, compliance, regulatory reporting?

oo

Would you like to change this arrangement? If so, why?

oo

What are the benefits the finance function is looking for through improved integration
with the credit and risk functions?

oo

What would be the value deriving from this improved integration?

Credit function.
oo

How does the credit function interact with:
oo

The finance function?
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oo

oo

•

The risk management function?

oo

How is credit organizationally structured (i.e., credit, credit risk management, portfolio
credit management, credit trading)?

oo

How is credit analyzed, valued and managed? What differences are there between
calculations for regulatory capital and economic capital?

oo

What impact has credit risk had on your operations, finance and organizational
structure?

oo

What do you share (data, infrastructure, analytics) today with other divisions – finance,
risk, compliance, regulatory reporting?

oo

Would you like to change this arrangement? If so, why?

oo

What are the benefits credit is looking for through improved integration with the
finance and risk functions?

oo

What would be the value deriving from this improved integration?

Risk management/credit risk function.
oo

How is the risk management function structured?

oo

How is the risk management function segregated from business lines?

oo

How does the risk management function influence risk appetite/culture within
business lines?

oo

Are credit risk and credit functions separate or integrated? Is there a trend toward or
away from greater integration?

oo

How does the credit function interface with the risk management division?

oo

What do you share (data, infrastructure, analytics) today with other functions – finance,
credit, compliance, regulatory reporting?

oo

Would you like to change this arrangement? If so, why?

oo

What are the benefits risk is looking for through improved integration with the finance
and credit functions?

oo

What would be the value deriving from this improved integration?

Regulations and implementation timelines.
oo

How is the tactical-strategic balance in your division? What factors are incorporated into
the short-term and long-term views?
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oo

How do you choose project milestones (e.g., regulatory, integration)?

oo

Do you think regulators will alter regulatory implementation timelines for specific
regulations? If so, which ones?

oo

Do you think regulators will offer a forgiveness/grace period after the implementation date?

oo

Which are the most pressing regulations for your division?

oo

How are capital calculations affecting different operations (pricing, risk weighting,
performance management, stress testing)?

oo

What is driving the decision for an investment related to risk and finance integration? Two
options to consider include:

oo

oo

Simply meeting the regulatory requirements. While additional business benefits will
extend the scope.

oo

Innovation is the principal driver for risk and finance functions integration. While
regulation aspects need to be respected.

What are the major challenges for 2018 through 2021?
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11. How to use research and services from Chartis
In addition to our flagship industry reports, Chartis also offers customized information and consulting
services. Our in-depth knowledge of the risk technology market and best practice allows us to provide
high-quality and cost-effective advice to our clients. If you found this report informative and useful, you
may be interested in the following services from Chartis.

For risk technology buyers
If you are purchasing risk management software, Chartis’s vendor selection service is designed to help
you find the most appropriate risk technology solution for your needs.
We monitor the market to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the different risk technology
solutions, and track the post-sales performance of companies selling and implementing these systems.
Our market intelligence includes key decision criteria such as TCO (total cost of ownership) comparisons
and customer satisfaction ratings.
Our research and advisory services cover a range of risk and compliance management topics such
as credit risk, market risk, operational risk, GRC, financial crime, liquidity risk, asset and liability
management, collateral management, regulatory compliance, risk data aggregation, risk analytics and
risk BI.
Our vendor selection services include:
•

Buy vs. build decision support

•

Business and functional requirements gathering

•

Identification of suitable risk and compliance implementation partners

•

Review of vendor proposals

•

Assessment of vendor presentations and demonstrations

•

Definition and execution of Proof-of-Concept (PoC) projects

•

Due diligence activities.
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For risk technology vendors
Strategy
Chartis can provide specific strategy advice for risk technology vendors and innovators, with a special
focus on growth strategy, product direction, go-to-market plans, and more. Some of our specific
offerings include:
•

Market analysis, including market segmentation, market demands, buyer needs, and competitive
forces

•

Strategy sessions focused on aligning product and company direction based upon analyst data,
research, and market intelligence

•

Advice on go-to-market positioning, messaging, and lead generation

•

Advice on pricing strategy, alliance strategy, and licensing/pricing models

Thought leadership
Risk technology vendors can also engage Chartis to provide thought leadership on industry trends in the
form of in-person speeches and webinars, as well as custom research and thought-leadership reports.
Target audiences and objectives range from internal teams to customer and user conferences. Some
recent examples include:
•

Participation on a ‘Panel of Experts’ at a global user conference for a leading Global ERM
(Enterprise Risk Management) software vendor

•

Custom research and thought-leadership paper on Basel 3 and implications for risk technology.

•

Webinar on Financial Crime Risk Management

•

Internal education of sales team on key regulatory and business trends and engaging C-level
decision makers
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12. Further reading
•

RiskTech100® 2018

•

Data Integrity and Control in Financial Services: Market Update 2018

•

MiFID II Reporting Solutions 2017

•

Spotlight on Conduct Risk Management

•

Spotlight: quantifying cyber risk in financial institutions

For all these reports see www.chartis-research.com.
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